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“Focus” Purpose 
➔ Primary Focus:

◆ Us AI to analyze Facial emotions & surroundings.
● DANGER, DANGER 

◆ VIdeo being created & sent out
● Key terms ( distress, fear,aggression, etc)

➔ Resolution:
◆ Create a movement for social 

equilibrium.
● Racial Decrimintaion
● Police Brutality



Test Run
★ Incident that Lead “ Focus” to form

○ Hit & Run



Steps Taken:

➔ Used a Pre-Trained Emotion Recognition Neural Network.
➔ Created a Twitter Bot that would reply to a user and tweet the emotions found in the images using 

from the neural network.
➔ Took the API keys and tokens from the bot and placed them in a Python code that’ll reply and tweet
➔ Created a virtual machine in Google Cloud to run a Docker image and all the code



HPC Implementation
➔ Stored all our data/sources in a bucket
➔ Coded the bot in a Jupyter Notebook using AI Platform
➔ Used a VM to run the Pre-trained Neural Network



Regional Implications
➔ Throughout the Hackathon we were able to narrow down our 

Data sets (being security footage and screen frame by our 
images to detect when someone is in danger.

➔ Atlanta citizens benefit from this. Whenever they are in danger 
or treated poorly, the AI will detect their emotions and post it, 
making their voices be heard.



Demo:

➔ The Rundown:
➔ Inserted a video of the bot running  

◆ Gabbie originally gave a Twitter bot that we used to 
download images and post on Twitter. 

➔ When the bot is tagged in an image on Twitter, it shall 
return the emotion of the people in the video as well as 
download the image



What to look Forward in the Future
➔ Roadmap into the Future

◆ Securing safety for those around us
➔ Implementation Throughout Atlanta Georgia 
➔ Life 360
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